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Download Visual Objects 2.8 Sp3 Build 2837. Visual Objects 2.8 SP3 download is available for you.
visual objects 2.8 sp3 build 2837 download.Q: Change the default scroll behaviour in

webbrowsercontrol I have a webbrowsercontrol that loads google inside it (as it does in all browsers).
I want to change the default behaviour of the scroll bar for browsers such that when I scroll up or

down the webbrowser the position of the browser should change as it does in ie but what i get is that
the position of the browser just jumps to the top. Any idea how to change the behaviour of the

default scroll bar in webbrowsercontrol? A: I eventually found a solution to my problem and am
posting it here for future reference. The scroll bar in the webbrowser control is part of the

IWebBrowser2 interface. A default implementation of this interface is provided by windows.dll and
is used by the control to scroll the document contained in the browser control. You can change this

behaviour by replacing the default implementation of the IWebBrowser2 interface. The
IWebBrowser2 interface is essentially a wrapper around the Window WndProc function (see and is
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used to process the mouse, keyboard and window messages sent to the browser control. Within this
function, the boolean information parameter associated with the message is used to determine

whether to scroll the document. The example implementation of the webbrowser control used by
windows.dll uses the following to scroll the document. The ScrollBarParameters are used to specify

the size of the scroll bar (see if ((message == WM_MOUSEWHEEL) || (message ==
WM_HSCROLL) || (message == WM_VSCROLL)) { if (message == WM_VSCROLL) { // Scroll
the document by changing the scroll position of the document inside the WebBrowser control int

offset = (int)lParam;
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